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VERYWHERE YOU GO business

people are asking the same

questions about Internet

commerce. Why are profits

scarce or nonexistent? Why is there

so much uncertainty about Internet

business models? When will some

modicum of order emerge from the

chaos of doing business on the Web?

You can hardly blame thoughtful

students of business for reaching a

state of exasperation when trying to

understand why these questions go

begging for answers. In just three or

four short years, e-commerce has

evolved at lightning speed through a

succession of persuasive business

models and approaches. The only

problem: Each business model

seemed viable only for a few minutes

or hours, not weeks or months or

years. Moreover, each successive it-

eration seemed to invalidate much of

what had come before.

Consider that in the beginning

there was a marvelous model for mak-

ing money in the online environment.

It was called the content business.

The economic basis for it: connect-

time revenue splits. It is the time-

honored mode that made often small

or unknown content providers on

America Online (AOL) rich and fa-

mous. Its rules were simple. 

People who supplied content to

online services (AOL was but one of

many such services just a few years

ago) got credit for helping keep users

online. Since users paid by the minute

or hour, this generated connect-time

revenues that were allocated accord-

ing to a negotiated split between con-

tent providers and online services.

When the numbers of users became

large, these deals could generate un-

expected riches — whether for psy-

chiatrists offering online counseling

or financial advisors proffering online

advice about pension plans and mu-

tual fund investing. The scheme also

worked beautifully for media compa-

nies supplying information that capti-

vated users, be it Viacom’s MTV with

information on rock videos and pop

music or Gannett’s USA Today with

category killer areas for sports statis-

tics and game scores. 

Indeed, to this very day, tens of

thousands of information services

continue to benefit from such a sys-

tem in France, supplying content to

the now ancient Minitel system and

sharing in a piece of France Telecom’s
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In the end, an e-business is just another business.
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telephone charges calculated per

minute of use. Alas, the system no

longer exists in the United States.

When AOL saw its franchise under

threat from Internet service pro-

viders, who from the start offered flat-

rate monthly pricing, it shifted course

to an “all you can eat” pricing plan —

and life for content providers got a lot

tougher as every other United States

service followed suit. 

Of course, in this move AOL did

not sell the poor content providers

down the river. It was simply bowing

to the inevitable market structure im-

posed on the online world by the

Web. There, countless sites offered up

their information-based wares free of

charge to anyone who might surf to

their home page or drill down to their

sites through search engines. 

The very ideas of selling content

or metering usage suddenly went

from viable and commercially attrac-

tive to insupportable and economi-

cally naïve. After all, audiences are

valuable — and charging for usage is

a deterrent to use. So along came the

second major commercial model in

the online world: the advertiser-

driven business model.

TURNING VOLUMES OF TRAFFIC

INTO REVENUE STREAMS

Acknowledging the reality of the

online world as a virtual theme

park where most rides are free, e-

commerce players focused on finding

ways to generate revenues based on

the sheer volume of traffic that some

sites could achieve. Of course, this

was a time-honored practice; on

Madison Avenue, and in the halls 

of media conglomerates for many

decades, it was, perhaps crassly,

termed “selling eyeballs” to advertis-

ers. If traffic and audience size are

measurable, then there is even a ra-

tional basis for pricing, which allows

everyone to heave a great sigh of re-

lief and get down to business in a se-

rious way.

There were a variety of difficul-

ties in implementing the advertising-

driven model. For example, deter-

mining appropriate C.P.M. rates for

Internet advertising (segmented ac-

cording to banners, buttons and in-

terstitials); measuring traffic with in-

tegrity (which included defining to

everyone’s satisfaction the meaning

of hits, page views and unique users),

and ultimately estimating the efficacy

of such messaging (whether impres-

sions or click-throughs).  

As with so many things in life, on-

ly a few could play the game; at least,

few could play profitably. These were

the elite sites on the Web that func-

tioned as choke points for traffic be-

cause they offered content and ser-

vices that were either essential for

practical reasons or compelling for 

divergent ones. The former included

search engines such as Yahoo! or Ex-

cite; these provided navigational tools

for finding useful stuff on the Web and

hence became the “start” pages. The

latter included sites that built huge

audiences for reasons of content,

community or commerce, such as

CNN Interactive or ESPN Sportszone,

Geocities or Gamesville, CDnow or

Amazon.com. 

The commercial promise was

crystal clear: When Yahoo! could re-

port 140 million page views a day,

Gamesville could boast more than

four hours a month per average user

on the site, or Amazon.com could reg-

ister more than six million customers,

there was a payback for helping ad-

vertisers reach their audiences. 

For everyone else, however, the

model did not hold up. Sure, it gener-

ated revenues, but so did the lemon-

ade stand you set up as a kid. For

most players, advertising just was not

a business. Enter economic model 

No. 3: e-commerce. 

E-commerce referred to the

practice of selling real products for

real money through online channels.

The argument was that a lower-cost

channel structure resulting from the

“disintermediation” of middlemen

such as distributors, wholesalers and

bricks-and-mortar retailers could re-

ward new intermediaries, such as

Web-based retailers, with fatter mar-

gins, even as those Web players

shared overall channel cost savings

with end-users or Web consumers

through lower prices. However, the

most celebrated of such e-commerce

businesses, Amazon.com, managed

to raise more questions about e-com-

merce in many people’s minds than it

answered. 

For one thing, Amazon.com did

not disintermediate its channel be-

cause it depended critically on exist-

ing physical book distributors, In-

gram and Baker & Taylor, to stock and

source inventory. Amazon.com sim-

ply substituted a virtual retailer for a

physical one in an otherwise tradi-

tionally configured supply chain. 

Moreover, Amazon.com spent so
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heavily on marketing, brand aware-

ness and technology that it has yet to

record a profit despite achieving

gross margins of a healthy 19 percent.

Finally, Amazon.com expanded

into the sales of non-book items, with

an apparent lack of regard for the un-

derlying profitability of these new

lines. For example, the site sells mu-

sic CD’s at an average price of $12.99

while incurring costs of $14 per unit.

It is hard to make up those losses in

volume. But there was a rationale:

build a customer base of loyal site

users and profitability will follow.

Reasonable people can, and do,

disagree about Amazon.com’s future

— and, specifically, whether it can

turn the corner to profitability at any

point given the heavy investments re-

quired to maintain its e-commerce

leads, marketing and technology. But,

while skepticism about Amazon.com

may not be justified, a beady eye

should surely be cast on many Inter-

net startup companies that have fol-

lowed in its wake but with a twist. 

Consider economic model No. 4:

e-commerce companies in which

strategy revolves around the idea 

of never making a profit selling real

products for real money. Examples

are abundant. They range from es-

tablished players such as Cendant’s

C.U.C. International unit (which sells

goods through its shoppers’ clubs 

offline and on the Web at cost and

makes money on membership fees),

to new entrants such as Buy.com

(which markets products across di-

verse categories at or below cost sim-

ply to capture customer relationships

on the Web and exploit them com-

mercially at a later date). Perhaps

most extreme is Idealab!’s infamous

Free-PC, a Web business that gives

personal computers to consumers in

exchange for detailed information

about themselves and a continuing

marketing relationship. All of these

businesses claim that the land rush is 

now — and it is for customers, not

physical assets or market share —

and that dollars will follow where con-

sumers begin to tread. 

As The Industry Standard maga-

zine recently observed, the magic

word these days is “monetize.” The

monetizing concept argues that on-

line businesses must first capture

large audiences of users or shoppers,

and then later monetize those audi-

ences through subscription fees, ad-

vertising and e-commerce through a

variety of cross-selling, up-selling and

service-based approaches sometime

in the indefinite future. The idea is to

encourage investors to supply what

we used to call in the 1980’s “patient

capital,” by suggesting that we are in

a long-term investment phase in Web

businesses. The investment is in cus-

tomer relationships, and harvest time

is yet to come.

There is hardly an airline that

runs a frequent flyer program or a

credit card issuer that depends on

card use for profits that does not

know, and explicitly recognize, the

profit potential of an enterprise of 

retained, and increasingly loyal, tar-

get-market customers. Monetizing

traffic is a fancy term for converting

customer satisfaction and loyalty at a

Web site into a commercially viable,

and even attractive, long-term rela-

tionship between customer and

brand.

NO MAGIC BULLET

As a result, there is an irony intrinsic

to the mad rush to “discover” the

dominant Internet business model.

What awaits us is the perhaps deflat-

ing realization that, Internet company

valuations aside, e-commerce is just,

when all is said and done, another

kind of business. As with businesses

that have come before it, there are

countless “right” answers, endless

combinations of business models and

infinite permutations of key themes

and approaches. There will be no

magic bullet. No matter how often

consultants and academics pretend

that business is more science than

art, every practitioner knows that

business is almost all art, just as the

genius of nearly every corporate

strategy lies in its implementation. 

So the truth is that there are no

simple answers. Every e-commerce

business is either viable or not viable.

They hardly qualify for the paint-by-

number prescriptions that business

people seem to expect. Business mod-

els themselves do not offer solutions;

rather, how each business is run de-

termines its success. So the success

of e-commerce businesses will hinge

largely on the art of management even

as it is enabled by the science of tech-

nology. The scarce resource will be, as

it is in practically all of business, the

building block of free enterprise: en-

trepreneurial, and increasingly man-

agerial, talent.
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